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New trends in HRM due to 
globalization  
Globalization is happening to all industries and human resources 
management is no exception. The new trends in HRM due to 
globalization including managing a larger pool of applicants, 
finding customization, and active employee engagement.

With increasing globalization, it no longer makes sense to have 
wide-sweeping general HR strategies. New trends in HRM due to 
globalization are forcing companies to adjust for greater diversity, 
cultural differences, and employee feedback.
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• Larger Pools of Applicants
• Globalization continues to drive new trends in HRM including the size of the 
applicant pool. With diversity at the top of most HR teams list of priorities, 
companies are starting to go fishing in larger pools of applicants.

• With a larger pool of applicants come new trends in HRM challenges. Rather than 
devoting more manpower -- and energy and costs -- to finding the needle in a large 
applicant haystack, smart companies are turning to automated tools and applications 
to identify qualified applicants. 

• Customization
• With globalization comes greater diversity in the workplace. This brings a lot of 
benefits to business, but also presents unique challenges. As SHRM points out, the 
most effective HR strategies are not simple or generalized.

• Companies with offices in multiple global locations have to customize their HR 
strategies for each location. Even further, HR teams in each location will have to 
identify the specific needs of their individual locations. New trends in HRM will 
include customization as a main focus to adapt to cultural differences and tackle 
long distance, remote communication challenges.
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Employee Participation
• Related to customization, HR best practices due to globalization include a focus on 

employee participation. The companies that are experiencing the most success in their 
global HR strategies are putting a strong focus on employee participation.

• The best way to customize your HR strategies to your specific employees? Listen to 
them. Engage them in the discussion. Employees can offer critical insight and 
perspective into HR management that sometimes leadership can overlook.

• Employee participation is also a great way to analyze whether HR strategies are 
working properly. Pivoting to the feedback of employees is a new trend in HRM in 
the globalization age.
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New trends in HRM due to 
deregulation
• Deregulation is the practice of lightening the policy 

burden on the Human Resources (HR) department and 
at the same time, delegating HR authority to the line 
managers  .Usually most of deregulation is seen in the 
following areas of HR activities: Performance 
management.
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New trends in HRM due to 
technological advancements

• The latest trends that are redefining HR include big data, mobile 
apps, social media, cloud technology, and the SaaS business 
model. These digital disruptors are bringing major changes to the 
human resources industry as they impact how organizations 
manage their workforce, hire new employees, comply with 
regulations, and handle HR data.

• Key big data in HR 

• Big data is the way to go for HR professionals that need to 
implement evidence-based recruitment, retention, and 
performance measuring. 

• Big data is opening a new horizon,  allowing HR leaders to make 
critical business decisions using the available vital data.
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More on HR Technology Trends
• There are 5 main types of digital technologies driving HR 

professionals to automation:
– Social Media
– Mobile Applications
– Gaming
– Cloud Computing
– Data Analytics (as known as Talent Analytics)
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The Use Of Talent Websites

With the rise of globalism, more and more business owners are realizing that real 
talent is not confined to a specific geographical region. In recognizing this principle, 
many of these business owners are requiring human resources representatives to 
make use of international talent sites and forums to find qualified job candidates.

Video Job Interviews

From this important point  important article “Video Job Interviews: Video 
Interviewing for Employment,” more and more employers are utilizing web-based 
video interviews during their hiring process. The video job interview can be 
employed in numerous ways, such as to conduct a screening interview. In other 
events, the majority of the interview process can take place through the use of video. 
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Mobile apps 
• With the proliferation of smartphones, mobile HR apps are most likely to become 
permanent fixtures in the modern workplace . Organizations must adapt their HR 
systems to deliver core functionality via mobile apps. As many technological experts 
know, sales for mobile devices currently exceed those of personal computers. With this 
idea in mind, human resources representatives are recognizing the value (and perhaps 
necessity) of being able to communicate with prospective employees through their 
iPhone

• social media trend 
Social media is, without a doubt, changing the way of Organizations track and hire 
candidates.Moreover, social media has a critical role to play in enabling businesses to 
reach their HR objectives, such as recruitment marketing.
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• Key SaaS and cloud technology trend 
• SaaS applications play a significant role in keeping HR 
relevant. Businesses must strive to find and implement 
the right HR technology.

• There is no doubt; cloud technology is beneficial. 
However, every business must evaluate its benefits Vis-
à-vis its shortcomings to determine what impact it could 
have on the overall business operation.
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